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A Top selling lighted makeup mirror company in China

We're a MI company and partly owned by Xiaomi.

SHENZHEN ACCOMPANY TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD

Official office is Located in Shenzhen China and 
manufacturer is in Dongguan China



in TAIWAN  

in COSTCO AUSTRALIA  

in Galleria Mall of KOREA

in Shinsege Mall of KOREA
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AMIRO
LED LIGHTING 
MIRROR



AMIRO-O series SIMPLE HUMANAMIRO- MINI

Mirror face material

Light source

Light model

Charge time

silver silver silver

Light lamp guide tech

3 light source

2-3hours 6hours

Using time
Light chromogenicity: Ra

7-8days 5weeks

97(test) 95(test) 94.2(test)

Light lamp guide tech Light lamp guide tech

1 light source 3 light source

2-3hours
7-8days

Saturated red: R9 94(test) 86(test) 95(test)

Charging mode DC charger USB USB
Color temperature index 3334~5216K(test) 4610K(test) 5067K(test)
Price(detail) 129-149USD 69USD 200USD

AMIRO VS SIMPLE HUMAN



AML002W AML002B

1.2017 IDEA FINALIST Design Award                 
2.2019 Red Dot Award                       
3.True color light source, the average 
CRI index is above 95. Real reduction 
of makeup and skin color, no color 
difference in makeup.                 
4.Intelligent on/off power,close will turn 
on and left for 15 seconds will close.                                 
5.Charge one time can use 7-10days

O series 8.0inch-
no battery



AML005B

1.2017 IDEA FINALIST Design Award                  
2.2019 Red Dot Award                       
3.True color light source, the average CRI 
index of whole color is above 95. Real 
reduction of makeup and skin color, no 
color difference in makeup.                 
4.Intelligent on/off power,close will turn on 
and left for 15 seconds will close.                                 
5.With rechargeable battery               
6.Charge one time can use 7-10days

O series 8 inch---w/ 
rechargeable battery



AML004S AML004P

2019 Red Dot Award
True color light source, the 
average CRI index of whole 
color is above 90. Real 
reduction of makeup and 
skin color, no color 
difference in makeup. 
With rechargeable battery                
Charge one time can use 7-
10 days

MINI 6.5inch 
portable



ADC001A/ADC001B

Portable and Pocket design
10cm diameter, 9cm mirror diameter
Ultra thin design, up to 0.6cm thick, weighs about 63g
Light up and make-up anytime and anywhere
Illumination: 170Lux / 280lux / 500lux
Color temperature: 5500k
CRI color rendering ≈ 95, presenting real color of skin 
and makeup

 

LED make-up Compact



AMIRO
BEAUTY INSTR
UMENT



AFC001A
AFC001B

Cotton facial cleansing brush

This product has won Red Dot 
Design Award and International 
Design Excellence Awards
Skin-protected design                        
Strengthen the cleansing effect 
Concentric brush design, 
More through-out cleansing 
effect with overlay of sound 
wave                                           



AFE002A/AFE002B/AFE002C

More comfortable teeth-brushing experiences 
The selection of the coziest spinning speed: 38000-41000 spins/min
Suspension motor, adjustable sense of vibration to achieve the best 
experiences  
Dupont Ultra Soft Rounded Tip Bristles, Aim for Gum Health 

Three teeth-brushing mode with customized choice
Morning mode/Evening mode/ Sensitive gums mode

Personalized and adjustable for your needs
Simple and convenient. 
Refreshing color gradients
A beautiful day starts with pleasant teeth-brushing experiences
Comfortable feelings and Restful Sleep
Ultra-long life battery 
800mAh Battery of Large Capacity
With Wireless charging base, one charge is enough for normal use of 
three weeks 

AMIRO sonic electric toothbrush



AMIRO Ice point red light wave hair removal 
device hair remover no pain

ATTENTION: For technique limits, only people with yellow skin 
and black hair can use this device! 
 Efficient cleansing effect, to make your skin smooth and bright
Super long light wave, directly hitting the hair root to prevent its 
growth
Removing hair with ice point, to relieve pain and achieve 
shrinkage of enlarged pores
Continuous flashing with high speed, enhancing hair removal 
efficiency,Secure Startup, Skin protected design for sensitive part 
of the body 
Immediate flashing for skin-toughing,protection of your eyes from 
direct lighting



AFC001A

This product has won International Design Excellence Awards                                   
Compact design
Portable use for water supply 
Providing water supply without damaging your make up 3.Spray 
bottle with nanometer-drop of water 
60 seconds/each time spray design, it offers moistening effect 
without damaging your makeup

Glacier Mineral Hydrating Spray



AFG001A

Each time 4 mins, active skin softener  
  Deep cleansing and refreshing skin
Nutrition input, effective absorption of 
nutrition on skin 
Negative ion input in the facial skin 
Efficient Input of Essence                          
suitable for all kinds of skins 
Personalized and safe design

import and export beauty instrument


